
Basic Supplies to Bring to Each Class or BOM Club

*Sewing machine in good working order with manual
*Foot control and plug cord
*All feet for machine including walking foot, teflon foot if you have one and a zipper foot
*Pattern for the class, purchased from The Quilt Store
*All materials for project along with any extra in case a mistake needs to be recut
*Thread to match all fabrics
*All items listed on the Pattern Supplies List
*New needle for machine - will need regular and a heavy needle such as jeans/

topstitch or size14 and 16 (I find that Schmetz Microtex or Chrome, or Superior 
Brand needles work the best in my experience)

*Pins
*Wonder Clips (highly recommended for bag making as pinning is often difficult)
*Small snipping scissors
*Rotary Cutter and Mat
*Erasable Marking Pen
*Seam Ripper
(Paper for notes, pencil or pen

*******When Using Cork, Leather or Vinyl

*Wonder Clips - a must have - purchase some if you don’t have any.
*Wonder Tape or double sided leather tape, 1/4” (optional, but very, very useful)
*FabriTac Glue (very useful)

Information about stabilizers for bags and purses:

Medium weight fusible woven interfacing if preferred over non woven interfacing.  
If you can’t get fusible interfacings, fusible Soft and Stable, fusible Bosal-In-R-Form, you can 
use non fusible and it works just as well when basted onto the fabric pieces.
It might be advisable to have some fusible non woven on hand just in case some areas of the 
purse or bag need extra stabilization.

Homework Before You Come to Class:

*******Please ensure that you have all of your pattern pieces cut and ready to go for class.  You 
can go ahead and interface everything if the instructions are clear and you understand what 
needs to be done.  If you are uncertain, leave it for class.
Above all, make sure you bring all your extra interfacing and fabrics to class as you never know 
when we may have to recut a piece.
Should you have any questions you may contact me at lorrie.royce9198@gmail.com  or 
905-251-9198
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